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There’s a large difference between declaring yourself the voice of your generation, and being 
declared by others to be the voice of your generation. The first implies certain hubris and the 

second implies a broad appeal that truly speaks to a multitude of people across 
gender class and racial lines. This is the difference between The Who and Bob 
Dylan, both of whom have recently released new albums. 
 

The Who were the self-proclaimed voices of their generation, and their current 
effort, Endless Wire shows a band still attempting to speak for the youth of a 

nation. They try to occupy the mental space inhabited by today’s youth, and, like so many of 
their peers, come up short. Their songs, railing against organized religion and existential angst, 
come across as hackneyed and ill-conceived. Fans of The Who will recognize the spirit of the 
old band they knew and loved, but the sixties are long past, and the sentiments they express 
are neither new nor particularly interesting. 
 

In contrast to Endless Wire is Bob Dylan’s Modern Times, proof that the reluctant voice of his 
generation has aged gracefully. His music still sounds fresh and current, and his lyrics manage 
to be relevant and vital, not like unrecorded b-sides from 1968. His songs are still some of the 
most poetically rich out there, managing to be intensely romantic and intensely political simul-
taneously. 
 

The album explores the transcendent depression and loneliness symptomatic of our day. In one 
of the most resonant moments of the album, he sings: “Ain't talkin', just walkin'. Hand me 
down my walkin' cane. Heart burnin', still yearnin', got to get you out of 
my miserable brain.” This song aches with emotion, and though it runs 
over eight minutes, the sentiment never becomes syrupy or overwrought. 
 

While Endless Wire contains a moment or two of enjoyment for hard-
core fans of The Who, those looking for proof that the musical voices of 
the past can still speak today should look no further than Bob Dylan’s 
Modern Times.                                                                                      --nc  Artist Album 

1 Ray LaMontagne Till the Sun Turns Black 

2 Damien Rice 9 

3 Johnny Cash American V 

4 My Morning Jacket Off the Record 

5 The Decemberists The Crane Wife 

6 Neko Case Fox Confessor Brings the Flood 

7 Beck The Information 

8 Wolfmother Wolfmother 

9 Ben Harper Way of the Gun 

10 The Flaming Lips At War with the Mystics 

11 Damien Jurado And Now That I’m in Your Shadow 

12 Neil Young Living at War 

13 Danielson Ships 

14 Gnarls Barkley St. Elsewhere 

THE RECOMMENDATION LIST 
 

Here’s some albums from the past year that we think if you haven’t already 
checked out you really should. Anything we missed? Go to the blog 
(culture-ish.blogspot.com) and let us know. 

Alienation, self-absorption, addictive 
melodies; beyond these, Regina Spek-

tor’s new album, Be-
gin to Hope, offers 
little incentive to. It’s 
musically interesting, 
and often catchy – but 
not nearly so much as 
her previous work. 

 

Be warned, though – listen to this album, 
and you may find yourself singing “A 
little bag of cocaine” (Hotel Song) while 
walking down the street. Catchy melo-
dies, however, can’t make up for lyrics 
which, although at their best in Hotel 
Song, ultimately fall short of her previ-
ous heights (Buildings, for example). 
Fidelity, the first single from the album, 
plays as a slightly more sophisticated 
(but only slightly) version of The Dres-
den Dolls’ Coin Operated Boy. (Check it 
out on YouTube to see the similarities in 
the video, as well – find the link on the 
blog). 
 

That Time, one of the catchiest songs on 
the album, is a compelling picture of the 
self-absorption of what David Brooks 
has referred to as the “bourgeois bohe-
mian.” It is difficult, however, to tell 
whether that self-absorption is Spektor’s, 
or if her song is meant as some sort of 
critique. This is an album that will be-
come a cult favorite among girls who 
obsess over their artistic identity and 
boys who fall madly in love with them. 
If Spektor can avoid playing to that audi-
ence, her next album ought to be much 
more interesting than this one.           --ap 

The self proclaimed savior of rap (and NYC) returns 
from retirement with Kingdom Come, his thirteenth 

album, and will probably be his eleventh 
to go platinum. 
 

Hitting hard and sampling MC Hammer, 
HOV is definitely back. The album fea-
tures collaborations with everyone from 

Beyonce and Pharrell to Coldplay’s Chris Martin and 
several other well known musicians. 
 

Kingdom Come isn’t the best album Sean Carter has put 
out (that goes to either Vol: 2, 3 or the Black Album), 
but it is hands down the best rap album of the year. 
 

Kingdom Come is harsh at points, but it’s definitely 
beautiful at others. It’s raw, honest and real. The sound 
is good. The lyrics go both ways. Unfortunately, Jay-Z 
(as many other billboard stars) seems to have little prob-
lem with objectifying women. Fortunately, He is bru-
tally honest about his background and the world he lives 
in. This is apparent in “Minority Report” featuring Ne-
Yo. It’s blatantly about the traumatic experiences of the 
citizens of New Orleans. The whole album cries for 
justice and speaks to the human condition. Listen.     --cc 

LISTENING TO MUSIC 
My iPod has made me somewhat inattentive to the music I’ve been listening to.  
With my earbuds in I miss the richness and depth of sound in some of the orches-
tral accompaniment on the most recent Ray LaMontagne release.  When I plug 
the iPod into my stereo I realize the more intricate playfulness in the folksy blue 
grass melodies of the Duhks or the more pressing driving sounds of MuteMath 
that are offering me a connection to and understanding of something my earbuds 
can’t fully communicate.  Every tone the artists are generating, whether instru-
mental or vocal, is giving testimony to either beauty or ugliness. 
 

As the tones or sounds are arranged into words they begin to communicate testi-
monies to reality—to life.  These testimonies, like the sounds that are used to 
make them up, also give testimony to beauty or truth or ugliness or lies.  Most of 
what’s playing gently (Damien Rice) or loudly (Rage Against the Machine) on 
my stereo includes more or less the beauty or ugliness; truthfulness or lies.  For 
me one of the most wonderful and troubling things is that depending on what day 
it is can shape how I am experiencing these things—and how true or beautiful 
they are.  Beauty is powerful and attractive and euphoric and moving because it 
gives testimony not to itself (that would be narcissism).  Beauty is always giving 
testimony to its ultimate creator—as if to say “Look over there”.  Because that is 
what it is supposed to do. 
 

So the task of listening to music is not the task of determining whether Beck is 
good or bad but rather the task of figuring out whether the notes he plays or sto-
ries he tells reflect beauty and truth; today. 


